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Problem
Compiler development is expensive and time-consuming. Rapid development cycles for modern computing systems can render a system obsolete before a mature compiler is even available.

Solution
Build a compiler that can automatically adapt to future systems.

- Requires automatic characterization of performance-related system properties
  - Hardware: memory hierarchy, available registers, instruction latency, instruction level parallelism, etc.
  - Software: compiler strengths/weaknesses, OS bottlenecks, etc.
- This poster focuses on measuring a processor’s instruction cache.

Why Instruction Cache?
- Instruction cache optimizations: we can limit code growth from loop unrolling and function inlining
- Data cache optimizations: it’s helpful to know which levels of cache are unified (i.e., data and instructions)
- Exploiting under-utilization: under-utilized instruction cache can be seen as an opportunity for additional code cloning and specialization

Detecting Instruction Cache
Holding the dynamic instruction count constant while varying the static instruction count will reveal the instruction cache behavior.

Difficulties
- Hardware
  - Must overwhelm instruction fetch
  - Must fool branch prediction
  - Must detect unified caches
- Software
  - Cannot precisely control/measure code size
  - Cannot eliminate all data accesses
  - Must scale as code size increases
- Analysis
  - Must automatically interpret noisy or unexpected results

Detecting Unified Cache
Accessing data in a disjoint data cache will not affect instruction cache performance, while accessing data in a unified cache will cause conflicts between instruction and data accesses.

Automatic Analysis
We cannot rely on human intervention for analysis, because doing so would require an expert and may become subjective in the presence of ill-formed data.

- Insights: we know the expected shape of the graph
- Solution: modified polygonal approximation*
  - Captures the general trend
  - Identifies precise transition points
  - Inteprets conservatively

What is effective size?
Effective cache size is the total cache capacity that is available for program use before performance begins to degrade. Effective cache size may be less than actual cache size for several reasons:
- Inclusive caches
- Multi-core shared caches
- Unified caches
- Physical address mapping


Manual Calculation: 
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Solution: 
Solving for: 
Result: 

Graphical Representation:
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